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Martin Flemming spent the 22 years of his life in Weimar. He was born there and 
attended Bauhaus University before moving to continue art education at 
Staedelschule in Frankfurt/Main, which is where we met. In recent years Flemming 
has created a series of sculptures and architectural interventions commenting on the 
conventions of the gallery space and exhibition display, at the same time continuing 
to accentuate formalist aspects of art making. 
 
For one of his earlier pieces, untitled (2003), Flemming collected 89 second-hand 
drawers in different colours and sizes, and fitted them into a wooden construction 
within a window, that functions like a shelf. Highlighting traces and layers in a 
painterly idea the mass-produced shelves gained individual identity through the 
artist’s arrangements. This stack of drawers could be approached from two sides. 
Inside the space the viewer could climb a ladder and conduct alterations in the 
assemblage. Seen from outside the window the piece resembled Bauhaus’ aim to 
functionalize art, delivering objects to society, which are considered for use and have 
an artistic quality not only aimed at a small part of the society. Placed as a sort of 
membrane between public and institutional space, untitled (2003) can be understood 
as a critique of the art school within which it was created while at the same time 
playing with the inherent qualities of the utopian idea Bauhaus.  
 
For but i still love the old world at Galerie Koal, Flemming created a group of 
suspended lamps (Sea, Sun & Fun, 2009) that on first sight are equally akin to 
Bauhaus aesthetics. With the help of salt water and ink the artist has at random 
created imagery on the otherwise indistinguishable pristine bowls. With this work 
Flemming also associates the city of Tel Aviv, host to a large group of Bauhaus style 
architecture that over the years of inhabitation has decayed, due to the settlements 
proximity to sea, wind and salt. The accidental mode of production resonates in 
Flemming’s tin sculptures, derived from the German New Years Eve tradition of 
pouring hot lead into cold water - a way of fortune telling – whereby participants 
discuss the look of the end-product and its potential meaning one by one. Both works 
continue the artists concerns with the modes of artistic production and the politics of 
viewing where our individual encounter with a work of art is burdened by its broad 
scope for interpretation.  
 
A minimally designed record player takes centre stage in the exhibition at Galerie 
Koal. It carries a round iron board with an etching, reminiscent to the kind of dub 
plates DJ’s produce when testing new tracks on an audience before producing them 
on vinyl. The etching on Flemming’s dub plate is evocative of the rotor boards by 
Marcel Duchamp. The record player’s needle produces a permanent 'white noise' 
audible in the entire exhibition space. This piece continues Flemming’s interest in 
minimalist ideas and a concurrent fascination with obsolete media, which has also 
been manifest in his participation in Pedro Lagoa’s series of record breaking parties 
that took place at Frankfurt’s Stoltzestrasse (2007) and in Vienna (2008). 
 
The history of neo-concrete poetry and art resonates when listening to this work and 
links to the artist’s only slide piece to date, Zurück in die Zukunft (2008) - also 
presented here. Found in a Swiss forest, the monument depicted, creates the illusion 



of stepping into the future and excavating an architectural site from the mid 1950’s 
when (neo-) concrete art and architecture had its heyday. Stumbling upon the hidden 
site the artist subsequently manipulated the depiction of a concrete pillar, merging 
the imagery in a game of forms thus letting the assemblage grow and shrink over the 
course of time. Accompanied by a triangle that plays a sound of iron hammering, 
Zurück in die Zukunft (2008) adds to the cacophony within the exhibition space. Neo-
concrete art believed that the ‚geometric’ vocabulary it uses can express complex 
human activities. By means of sound Flemming transcends the mechanical 
relationships and creates an atmosphere that goes beyond the artists returning 
interest in the randomness of form. Thus, albeit considering traditions and styles from 
his native context, Flemming ventures free from any sort of melancholy that is 
inherent to the Modern Lovers ‘Old world’ song from which the title for this exhibition 
is derived. 
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